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 I have this new house, an old one at that, a Victorian house built in 1890 in this little town on the Maine coast. Not knowing anyone in the town, I happened to buy one here because it was affordable and nice. This is the first time I have ever owned a house. Having rented dozens of places for the majority of my life, I finally have become a home owner. I guess I can deem it mine in legal terms; however, I am not really a person who thinks of things as being mine, for I, in acute analysis, am not even my own! Consequently, it has been this way of thinking that has brought me to where I am here, in this house, alone and with very little.
     I enjoyed my first my first winter in this house and when spring came I noticed that some birds were flying into some holes in the lower eaves of my steeply pitched roof. They were starlings, that nuisance of a bird, not native to this land. Not having a ladder, I attempted to plug the hole up using a long PVC pipe with an extended stick screwed at its end to reach way up there. I stuffed some plastic bags into this cavity to prevent the birds from nesting .Thinking my task complete, I was disheartened to see the next day a black bird flying with straw in its beak into the same hole. I went back out with my long pole and tried again - this time adding some sticky tape to the bags with hopes that it would anchor it in there better. It wasn't easy to do for it was over twenty feet up and my pole swayed in the wind as I tried to engineer this feat. Unfortunately, the plastic bags popped off my pole and were carried by the wind, bouncing downwind toward my new neighbor's house, there an elderly lady watched me from within the confines of her house. I caught up with the tumbleweed of plastic, smiled at her watching me, and then I waved. She remained stolid and expressionless. I went back and was able to successfully stuff up that hole, high under the gutter. 
     Springtime crept along slowly, as happens on the Maine coast, retarded by the cold ocean; then, the days finally got warmer. The grass got greener, the trees budded, and I noticed more and more migratory birds had come back. I checked that hole now and then and it was secured with my plastic bag plug. My new house, perched up on a hill in a wooded area of town, was a great place to watch birds.                                                 
     One morning I had the awesome experience of witnessing the visit of a flock of Cedar Waxwings. I would estimate I saw at least fifty of them. They caught my attention as they swarmed around a berried bush just outside my window, weaving in flight together, following each other the way fish do in schools, stealing the berry that their cohort wanted. In their close proximity, I was able to examine their handsome design: brown mustard colored under feathers, crested heads with a black mask that was outlined with a thin crisp white line and a bright yellow tip at the end of their tails as though they had been dipped in paint. What an exotic creature it was, reminding me of the Mot Mot I had seen in Central America. I thought of their lives, where they lived and what they did together each day and night, and for the ages that they had done it, being indigenous to these parts. I wasn't the only one who noticed these avian marvels, the bully neighborhood cat had seen the commotion and he hurried his way up the little hill in a low-rider prowl, causing them all to fly up into a tree where they perched, resting and talking, and preening their feathers. Momentarily, they all flew off in rapid succession, following each other, their strength in numbers.                                                                                               
     Days went by and I hadn't examined the hole that I had plugged up earlier. Sure enough, a starling had gotten back in there and made its nest. I conceded, letting it carry on, vowing later to buy a tall ladder so I could fix up that hole with nailed boards. In no time there were squeaking hatchlings heard from the corner room inside the house next to where the nest was. Each time the parent bird returned to the nest the little ones screeched in a most annoying whine, begging for their nourishment.
     I enjoyed the pleasant stillness that occurred some mornings around the house. This was a time when many birds seemed to show themselves. I bought a cylindrical birdfeeder and loaded it with thistle seeds and hung it on a sapling outside my kitchen window. In no time it was discovered and the next morning when I examined it each rung was occupied by goldfinches and some pine grosbeaks with their red heads and with dark gray streaking feathers on their wings. The goldfinches were numerous and their canary-like songs echoed into my house. The males, with their yellow bodies, the black cap and black wings with fine white stripes, were like little flying flowers. Their color combinations reminded me of the Confucian monks, having read before that these were the only colors that they were allowed to wear: yellow being the color of consciousness and the sublime. Another morning, I heard a different bird song that entered the house through the kitchen window and when I inspected the feeder I was thrilled to see a rose-breasted grosbeak. I almost felt I could sense its personality as its bulkier size swayed the little feeder, its parrot-like head and large beak hungrily poked in and out of the round portholes that accessed the thistle seeds. Its body was mostly black with white under feathers and a bright red smock on its chest. I thought of its color combinations being like that chosen by many American Indian tribes. The dialogue of color in nature, and nature in us, is a most subliminal and primal form of communication; perhaps more so revealed to me, the eyes of an artist, than to most others of my day.
     Yet the starlings, these black birds, with their small swarming flocks and unwieldy manner, were birds that I didn't really appreciate seeing or hearing at all. I had gathered that they were originally from England, introduced to this continent in the early 20th century. They now thrived here, a parasite species that impeded the success of other indigenous songbirds. 
     In any case, we are all here now due to an endless sequence of events that have taken place in the past, innocent of the previous actions of others and the occurrences that have taken place, all of us with the right to survive and to do our own thing. I was an outsider in this town, a man from "away," self-introduced, calling this my new home. Similarly, I certainly can't hold myself responsible for the actions of my own species or more definitively, my own race who erroneously claimed to have "discovered" this "New World" five hundred years ago and to consequently budge out and nearly exterminate, in a most rude manner, the continent’s local inhabitants. Nor have I been a direct participant in the mass extinctions that have taken place and that are taking place at the hands of "progress" to mankind, or the pollution and destruction of natural habitats, or the simple idiotic act of bringing the starling to this new land! But all of this unfortunate stuff is because of "us."
     Weeks past and I heard a scratching and thumping coming from inside a wall upstairs - I knew it was a starling. I hoped that it would find its way out, but it didn't. The next day I heard it banging around in the walls in another part of the house behind my stove, obviously bereft of its knowledge as to where to exit. I foolishly banged my fist on the wall near it. I wanted it out for if it died in there it would stink up the house. Like something inside of me, unwanted and intruding, it was lost within its own chosen home, analogous to consciousness, being the prisoner of its own making. I thought of cutting a hole in the wall, but it was old masonite paneling with wall paper and it would look unsightly if I did. So I waited, letting it carry on, hoping that it could find its own way out somehow. 
                   Another day past and I heard it fluttering behind the walls in a completely different section of the house upstairs. I tried to locate it but the bird was probably very fatigued, sleeping now, for it no longer moved in the wall. Still the next day, it was in an opposite end of the house, and it panicked frantically within the walls as it heard me approaching. I paused for a few minutes until it started to move again. I could hear its little feet walking on the sheetrock of the ceiling above me. I went to get a razor knife and I cut a small hole in the ceiling, of course scaring it off into further recesses of the house. I went back to my work, painting in another room upstairs.                       
      About an hour later, while sitting on the toilet in the upstairs bathroom, I saw a black streak dart by the opened doorway. It finally found the hole I had cut! I got up and went into the next room where the bird was banging into the window panes trying to get out. The windows in that room had been jammed shut, painted in, so I ferried it out of that room and opened up all the other windows. It kept flying around inside the rooms like it didn’t want to leave then it landed with its dirty feet on the pillow of my bed and looked at me. I was surprised at its healthy appearance after all those days in the walls, maybe a good supply of spiders and whatnot in there to feed on. It resembled a little crow in its ominous blackness, but it was the starling, smaller and with yellowish legs. I looked at it staring back at me, looking as though it was a spirit of some familiar person that knew me. I waved my arms. “Shoo!" I said, and it took off out and flew out the opened window to the freedom of the open air outside.

